
To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas
Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of
the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the
developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,
wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

Garden must be designated historic. -

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL
USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,
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The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark fri the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic de ignation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic deignation because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the UniversIty of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application. L
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be.designated historic. We support its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must bedesignated historic. We support its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow

the developer to gct a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designtion because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation applicat[oñ.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

Garden must be designated historic.

- We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL
-cz.) V USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

Tho Gardcn of our I ord m,jst he desknated historic. We support its historic designation application.

it meetc several criteria for designation. it is a unique landmark in the dty of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

Ftrance, ft is lined with snecimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria tor historic designation under the category ot aesthetic

sinificance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

cwalp on Antilla avenue and Fast Ponce, We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

fhp cw’1 on trnti!la avenue and Fact Pence.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

desjmed 1w noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

ombarri and Rnrco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well resnected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

11SF The for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. ft is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. Ihe city must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We suonort The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.
It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a ‘ green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas
Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of
the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic
significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the
developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the
swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was
designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,
wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna
Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree
with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the
Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL
USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential
neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow
the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.
It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas
Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of
the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic
significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the
developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the
swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from
the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was
designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,
wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna
Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree
with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the
Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL
USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential
neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city mi
the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic



To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE. y
We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.
It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas
Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of
the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic
significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the
developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the
swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from
the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was
designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,
wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna
Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree
with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the
Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL
USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential
neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow
the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

of our Lord’s historic degnation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.
It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas
Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of
the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic
significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the
developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the
swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from
the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was
designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,
wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna
Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree
with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the
Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL
USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential
neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow
the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support Th Gar1en of our Lord’s historic designation\applicatiori.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables .The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The (rden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city u Coi ai 6aii.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “ green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

Fntrano. it is lined with soecimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category ot aesthetic

sienificance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

develover want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

nn AntiIh avenue nd Fuct Pnnce We stronlv obiect -to the developer removing all the trees from
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The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

desirued by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall. urotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

I rrnhrrI nr1 Rnrcn Ceo wrote the rchitectuiral criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami eo and Lombard that the

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

I ISF The 7Oflinu for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. it is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow

the develoner to et a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We sunnort The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application. -
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation, It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami,Ceo and Lombard that the

Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.
It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas
Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of
the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic
significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the
developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the
swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from
the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was
designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,
viall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna
Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree
withthe well respected Professors of Architecture atthe Universityof Miami Ceo and Lombardthatthe
Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL
USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential
neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow
the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.
It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas
Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of
the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic
significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the
developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the
swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from
the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was
designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,
wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna
Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree
with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the
Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL
USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential
neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow
the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The G2rden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designrn app!ice&n.It meets several criteria or designation. t is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gab!es.
The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the DouglasEntrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part ofthe neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aestheticsignificance because it “Is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does thedeveloper want to demolish the Garden hut he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line theswale on Antilla avenue nd East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees fromthe swale on Antilla averue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It wasdesigned by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent hock. Joanrm’Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designaton. We agreewith the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that theGarden m’st be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIALUSE. The zoning for that block was never nieantfor live/work or residential use. ltis in a residentialneighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allowthe developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto’and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.



To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

Entrance. ft is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce..

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from7EClAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic desigr)4onapplication.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.
It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas
Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of
the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic
significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the
developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the
swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from
the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was
designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,
wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna
Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree
with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the
Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL
USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential
neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow
the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s hisiric designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.
It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas
Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of
the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic
significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the
developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the
swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from
the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was
designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,
wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna
Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree
with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the
Garden must be designated historic.
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We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL
USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential
neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow
the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Boai

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

ice. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

/ Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.
It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas
Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of
the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic
significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the
developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the
swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from
the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was
designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,
wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna
Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree
with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the
Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL
USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential
neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow
the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lor’s historic designation application. C .
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas
Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of
the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the
swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree
with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the
Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We sl4pport The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.
It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas
Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of
the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic
significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the
developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the
swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from
the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was
designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,
wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna
Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree
with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the
Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL
USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential
neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow
the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and of [ices should not encroach hto a residential neighborhood. Ihe city must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.
It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas
Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of
the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic
significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the
developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the
swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from
the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was
designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,
wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna
Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree
with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the
Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL
USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential
neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow
the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiablefeature of its neighborhood.” Notonlydoesthe

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated

USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.



The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

II, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.

meets seveial criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.



To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support: its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

Garden must be designated historic. -

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.



To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.
It meets several criteria for designation. ft is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas
Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of
the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic
significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the
developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the
swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from
the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was
designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,
wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna
Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree
with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the
Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL
USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential
neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow
the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables,
The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the DouglasEntrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part ofthe neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aestheticsignificance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does thedeveloper want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line theswale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees fromthe swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It wasdesigned by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. JoannaLombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designatTon. We agreewith the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that theGarden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIALUSE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residentialneighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city mustthe developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla :enue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors pf Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.



To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.
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We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.
It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas
Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of
the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic
significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the
developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the
swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from
the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was
designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,
wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna
Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree
with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the
Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL
USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential
neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow
the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.



To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designaio:i application.It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gabes.
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We support The Garden pf our Lord’s historic designation application.



To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. ItSs in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. Thcitv must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.



To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support: its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

Garden must be designated historic.
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We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

W/Jpport The GarI7n of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.
It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas
Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of
the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic
significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the
developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the
swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from
the swale on AntiHa avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was
designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,
wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna
Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree
with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the
Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL
USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential
neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow
the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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To The Mayor of Coral Gables ,The City Commissioners and the Historic Preservation Board,

The Garden of our Lord must be designated historic. We support its historic designation application.

It meets several criteria for designation. It is a unique landmark in the city of Coral Gables.

The Garden of our Lord is part of a “green corridor “which runs from East Ponce until the Douglas

Entrance. It is lined with specimen trees covered with Spanish Moss. The Garden is an essential part of

the neighborhood and it meets the city’s criteria for historic designation under the category of aesthetic

significance because it “is an easily identifiable feature of its neighborhood.” Not only does the

developer want to demolish the Garden but he also wants to remove the specimen trees which line the

swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce. We strongly object to the developer removing all the trees from

the swale on Antilla avenue and East Ponce.

The Garden is also more than worthy of historic designation because of its architecture. It was

designed by noted architect, Robert Fitch Smith. Smith incorporated coral rock into the Garden’s bench,

wall, grotto and walkways to compliment The Woman’s Club which sits on the adjacent block. Joanna

Lombard and Rocco Ceo wrote the architectural criteria for the Garden’s historic designation. We agree

with the well respected Professors of Architecture at the University of Miami Ceo and Lombard that the

Garden must be designated historic.

We also want to state that the zoning for the block upon which the Garden sits is designated SPECIAL

USE. The zoning for that block was never meant for live/work or residential use. It is in a residential

neighborhood and offices should not encroach into a residential neighborhood. The city must not allow

the developer to get a variance to change the zoning from SPECIAL USE.

We support The Garden of our Lord’s historic designation application.
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